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NEWSLETTER 2014/15.3
You are cordially invited to the 2015 meeting of the Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy with
the Pacific Division of the American Philosophical Association, in Vancouver BC: Apr. 1-5
Chair: Mark Wheeler, San Diego State University
Adriel Trott, Wabash College, “ ‘Not Slavery, but Salvation’: Aristotle on Constitution and
Government”
Anthony DeBonis, Yale University, “Another Stab at Inclusivism: Happiness in the
Nicomachean Ethics”
John Thorp, University of Western Ontario, “Saving Aristotle’s Categories”
This is the short version, going out to the whole list. If you didn’t get the papers in a separate
email message, you might not be a current member. Easy enough to join up!
SAGP DUES
Dues for electronic receipt of the papers are $10 per year US. Dues for hard copy receipt of
papers are $20 per year US. Make out your check to SAGP. We honor multi-year dues payments.
Those who do not have a US funds checking account are especially encouraged to pay by credit
card, since that avoids bank charges. A credit card form is attached at the end of this Newsletter.
SAGP Speaker Policy
The Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy sponsors sessions with the annual meetings of the
Eastern, Central, and Pacific Divisions of the American Philosophical Association, and the
annual meeting of the Society for Classical Studies. There is also an annual meeting with the
Society for the Study of Islamic Philosophy and Science and other groups. Occasionally the
SAGP meets with various other societies. Those wishing to present a paper at any meeting of the
SAGP are requested to contact apreus@binghamton.edu. Membership in SAGP is required for
consideration of papers by the SAGP program committees.
Submitters of papers for the meetings with the APA or SCS should make their email
message the “title page” of their submission, including their name, address, academic affiliation,
and the title of the paper. Include in the email message the meeting or meetings of the Society at
which they would like, or be willing, to present the paper. Attach the paper, prepared for blind
(anonymous) review, in “.doc”, “.docx”, or “rtf” – NOT PDF! The paper may include “real
Greek” if it is in a Unicode font. The Program Committee has decided that papers submitted by
authors who have had a paper accepted by the Society for presentation at a meeting of the
American Philosophical Association or the Society for Classical Studies during the past year
should not be considered. The Program Committee has requested that submissions be
limited to 3000 words MAX, and suggests that submissions less than 1000 words are too
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short to be evaluated effectively. Accepted papers may be revised up to a max of 5000 words
for distribution. Address any questions about this process to apreus@binghamton.edu.
Deadlines:
June 1: Deadline for submission of abstracts for SAGP/SSIPS (October).
August 1: Deadline for submission of papers for SAGP at the Central and Pacific Divisions,
February and March 2016.
These deadlines reflect the necessity for a month turnaround to the Program Committee and
some time to put the program together. Submitters should expect a response about six weeks
after each of the deadline dates. The members of the Program Committee are: the President
(Richard McKirahan) and Secretary (A. Preus), ex officio; Deborah Modrak, Elizabeth Asmis,
Fred Miller, Mark Wheeler, and Thomas M. Robinson.

Call for Abstracts

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

Call for Abstracts

Hosts

An International Conference on Ancient and Medieval Philosophy
The 33 annual joint meeting of the Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy (SAGP) with the
Society for the Study of Islamic Philosophy (SSIPS)
rd

Friday, October 23 - Sunday, October 25, 2015
Fordham University, Lincoln Center, 113 W. 60th St. New York, NY10023
Including the annual meetings of scholarly societies in the
history of ancient, medieval, and Asian philosophy
SAGP and SSIPS invite the submission of abstracts for conference papers to be presented at their annual
meeting at Fordham University. We invite paper, panel, and roundtable submissions from faculty, graduate
students, and independent scholars, although all speakers on panels sponsored by SAGP must be dues-paying
members of the Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy. We especially encourage panel and roundtable
proposals. Proposals for panel or roundtable discussions are due by MAY 18, 2015; proposals for individual
papers are due by JUNE 1, 2015.
In addition, we invite papers in memory of John Anton on the Aristotelian and Platonic tradition on the following topics:








Education and Politics
Technological/professional education vs humanistic studies
What is “Human Excellence”?
Friendship and Humility
The συνετος βιος
Classical aesthetics - modern epistemology
The Notion of friendship in Aristotle and the good citizen.

Panel (and roundtable) proposals
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Please download the form at https://sites.google.com/site/pjmooneyphil/home/sagp-papers and submit to
Patrick Mooney (pmooney@jcu.edu) no later than May 18. Note that presenters on panels and roundtables
will need to submit abstracts of their papers, using the individual paper proposal link below, by June 1.
Individual paper proposals
Please download the form at https://sites.google.com/site/pjmooneyphil/home/sagp-papers and submit to
Patrick Mooney (pmooney@jcu.edu) no later than June 1. Include an abstract of no more than 500 words.
John Anton panels
For papers submitted to panels in memory of John Anton, please use the appropriate form mentioned above
and submit BOTH to Patrick Mooney, as specified elsewhere in this CFP, AND to Aphrodite Alexandrakis,
Barry University and University of Miami, aalexandrakis@barry.edu, by May 18.
Questions?
If you have questions about the conference, the submission forms, or about the Ancient Greek and philosophy
panels, contact Patrick Mooney (pmooney@jcu.edu). For questions concerning other panels, contact:
-

Neoplatonism: Geoff Bowe (geoffrey.bowe@gmail.com)
Islamic philosophy or science: Parviz Morewedge (pmorewed@gmail.com) or Shalahudin
Kafrawi (skafrawi@gmail.com)
Medieval Western: Thornton Lockwood (tlockwood@quinnipiac.edu)
Chinese philosophy: Hyun Höchsmann (hhochsman@gmail.com)
[Mainland PRC only]: Parviz Morewedge (pmorewed@gmail.com)
Indian Philosophy: Vishwa Adluri (vadluri@hunter.cuny.edu)
Korean Philosophy: Hwa Yol Jung/Parviz Morewedge (pmorewed@gmail.com)
Tibetan Buddhist Philosophy: Marie Friquegnon (friquegnonM@wpunj.edu)

For questions about membership in SAGP, contact Tony Preus (apreus@binghamton.edu).
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CREDIT CARD DEPOSIT FORM
Foundation Account Name: Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy
Foundation Account Number: 0372A
Purpose of Deposit: Society Membership Dues

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION OF PAYOR
Name:______________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________

Email Address:_______________________________________________
Electronic (PDF) ($10 per year) __
Hard Copy ($20 per year) ___
(check one)
***
Card Type (Mark One):
Visa

Mastercard

American Express

Card Number __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __
3-Digit security number (back of card) __ __ __
Expiration Date: ___________________________________
Amount $ _______________________.______
Signature: ___________________________________ Date:______________
All Blanks Must Be Completed For Processing!
For those paying by check: please fill out the upper portion of this form
(down to ***) and send it with your check.
SAGP Dues are $10 per year for electronic delivery of papers and
newsletters; $20 per year for hard copy delivery of papers and newsletters.
This form can be sent as an email attachment, or faxed to 607-777-6255, or
send snail mail to Preus SAGP Philosophy Binghamton University 139026000. Thank you!

